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Nelson Burlington Quarry Extension
Financial Impact Study
1.0

Introduction

Nelson Aggregate Co. is applying for a proposed extension to its Burlington Quarry on lands
located to the south and west of the existing Burlington Quarry. The proposed extension is
located at Part Lot 1 and 2, Concession 2 and Part Lot 17 and 18, Concession 2, NDS
(former geographic Township of Nelson), City of Burlington, Region of Halton.
The proposed licence area is 78.3 hectares and the proposed extraction area is 50.4
hectares. The South Quarry Extension is 18.3 hectares with a proposed extraction area of
14.5 hectares. The South Quarry Extension consists of lands currently used for agricultural
crops. The West Quarry Extension is 60.0 hectares with a proposed extraction area of 35.7
hectares. The West Quarry Extension consists of lands currently used as a golf course.
The proposed extension includes 6 phases. Phases 1 and 2 are located to the south of the
existing quarry and Phases 3-6 are located to the west of the existing quarry. Within the
proposed extension there will be no processing and the extracted aggregate will be
transported to the existing Burlington Quarry for processing and shipping to market utilizing
the existing entrance/exit and haul route. Aggregate transported from the South Extension
(Phases 1 & 2) will be transported by crossing No. 2 Side Road and aggregate transported
from the West Extension (Phases 3-6) will be transported by internal haul routes on the
quarry floor.
The Burlington Quarry Extension contains approximately 30 million tonnes of the highest
quality aggregate resource in Southern Ontario. Nelson is applying for a maximum tonnage
limit of 2 million tonnes per year, however we plan on extracting an average of 1 million
tonnes per year. As a result, the South Extension is expected to operate for +/-9 years and
the West Extension for +/-21 years.
Nelson's after use vision for the extension and existing quarry is to develop a future park.
As a result, the rehabilitation plan for the South Extension includes a beach, lake, exposed
quarry faces, wetlands and forested areas. The rehabilitation plan for the West Extension
includes a series of ponds, wetlands, exposed quarry faces, forested areas and lakes.
As part of the Financial Impact Study, the City required an undertaking that Nelson will:


Cover the costs to implement the required traffic control for this crossing based on
the recommendations of the Traffic Impact Assessment;



Cover the costs to upgrade and maintain the crossing on No. 2 Sideroad to municipal
standards during the life cycle of the south extension;



Complete the mitigation, monitoring and rehabilitation requirements, which will form a
legislated requirement of the Aggregate Resources Act and therefore do not
represent a public cost;



Identify the potential cost of any long-term monitoring and mitigation and to confirm
measures to ensure there is no financial liability to the public; and
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Cover the cost of any replacement water supply that has been impacted by the
quarry.

Taking into consideration the Region's Aggregate Resources Reference Manual and the
meeting with the City of Burlington, the Financial Impact Study will also:


Include examples of other road crossings for mineral aggregate operations in the
Region of Halton;



Identify how much TOARC fees will be provided to the Region of Halton and City of
Burlington which the Region of Halton Aggregate Resources Reference Manual
notes are "payments for road improvements";



Include provisions from the Municipal Act and Aggregate Resources Act that prohibit
municipalities from charging fees for the on-going maintenance of haul routes;



Estimate of TOARC fees paid by Nelson to the City of Burlington and Region of
Halton since Nelson took ownership of the quarry in 1983;



Quantify the taxes that will be paid to Region, City of Burlington and school boards
as a result of the Burlington Quarry Extension; and



Quantify direct and indirect economic impacts of jobs and spending at the Burlington
Quarry Extension.

2.0

Undertaking of Financial Commitments

To ensure the Burlington Quarry Extension does not result in a financial liability to the public,
Nelson commits to:


Include a condition on the Aggregate Resources Act Sit Plan which states: “Prior to
extraction commencing in the South Extension, the licensee will be responsible to
upgrade the crossing on No. 2 Sideroad to municipal standards. During operations
in the South Extension, the licensee will be responsible for maintaining this crossing.
The licensee is responsible for all costs associated with the crossing, including any
signage at the crossing.



Include the following notes on the Aggregate Resources Act Site Plan to ensure
Nelson is responsible for the cost of any replacement water supply, if impacted by
the quarry:
Well Interference Complaint Process
If a water well complaint is received by the licensee the following actions will be
taken:
-

The licensee will notify MNRF and MECP of the complaint.

-

The licensee will contact a well contractor in the event of a well malfunction and
residents will be provided a temporary water supply within 24 hours, if the issue
cannot be easily determined and rectified.
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-

The well contractor will contact the resident with the supply issue and rectify the
problem as expediently as possible, provided landowner authorization of the
work. If the issue raised by the landowner is related to loss of water supply, the
licensee will have a consultant/contractor determine the likely causes of the loss
of water supply, which can result from a number of factors, including pump failure
(owner's expense), extended overuse of the well (owner's expense) or lowering
of the water level in the well from potential quarry interference (licensee
expense). This assessment process would be carried out at the expense of the
licensee and the results provided to the homeowner.

-

If it has been determined that the quarry caused the water supply interference,
the quarry shall continue to supply water at the licensee's expense until the
problem is rectified. The following mitigation measures shall be considered and
the appropriate measure(s) implemented at the expense of the licensee:


adjust pump pressure;



lowering of the pump to take advantage of existing water storage within the
well;



deepening of the well to increase the available water column;



widening of the well to increase the available storage of water;



relocation of the well to another area on the property;



drilling multiple wells; and



only at the request of a landowner would a cistern be installed.

- If the issue raised by the land owner is related to water quality, the licensee will
have a consultant/contractor determine the likely causes of the change in water
quality, and review monitoring results at the quarry and background monitoring
results from the baseline well survey to determine if there is any potential
correlation with the quarry. If it has been determined that the quarry caused a
water quality issue, the quarry shall continue to supply water at the licensee's
expense until the problem is rectified. The licensee shall be responsible for
restoring the water supply by replacing the well or providing a water treatment
system. Only at the request of a landowner would a cistern be supplied. The
licensee is responsible for the expense to restore the water quality.


Complete all of the requirements of the Aggregate Resources Act Operation and
Rehabilitation Plan. The Aggregate Resources Act Site Plans form a legislated
requirement and the licensee is required to comply with all of the conditions. The
MNRF has the authority to issue orders, suspend or revoke the licensee for noncompliance.
Nelson has never had a license suspended or revoked for non-compliance with our
Aggregate Resources Act Site Plans.
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Even in a worst case scenario, if the licence is revoked for non-compliance, the
aggregate resources industry including Nelson has contributed to a provincial fund
that can be used to restore a site to ensure no long term environmental or public risk.
As a result, there will be no financial liability to the public.


3.0

Include a condition on the Aggregate Resources Act which states: “Prior to the
surrender of the Aggregate Resources Act License, the Licensee will provide to the
satisfaction of the MNRF, confirmation that any long-term monitoring, pumping or
mitigation will not result in a financial liability to the public.”

Road Crossings

The South Quarry Extension proposes a direct crossing on No. 2 Sideroad to the existing
Burlington Quarry. The City of Burlington has requested examples of other road crossings
for mineral aggregate operations in the Region of Halton.
The following are examples of where quarry/pit trucks cross municipal roads in the Region of
Halton:


Acton Quarry – There are 3 crossings. The crossings on 3rd Line North and 22nd
Sideroad are controlled by lights and the crossing on 3rd Line South is controlled by
signage.



Milton Quarry – There is 1 crossing. The crossing is on Nassagaweya-Esquesing
Townline and is controlled by signage.



Limehouse Pit – There is 1 crossing. The crossing is located on Fourth Line and is
controlled by signage.

In neighbouring municipalities, other examples include the Dundas Quarry (Concession
4W), Lafarge/Aecom Caledon Pit (McLaren Road and Willoughby Road), Graham Bros
Caledon Pit (McLaren Road) and James Dick Caledon Pit (Kennedy Road).

4.0

Maintenance of Roads

Trucks from the proposed Extension will utilize the existing entrance/exit and haul route. At
Guelph Line the majority of trucks travel south. Regarding the use of local and regional
roads for aggregate trucks, the Municipal Act states:
“394. (1) No by-law under this Part shall impose a fee or charge that is based on, is in
respect of or is computed by reference to,
(e) the generation, exploitation, extraction, harvesting, processing, renewal or transportation
of natural resources. 2001, c. 25, s. 394 (1).”
The Aggregate Act was recently amended to include the following provision:
“1. In considering whether a licence for a pit or quarry under the Act should be issued or
refused, the Minister or Local Planning Appeal Tribunal cannot have regard to ongoing
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maintenance and repairs to address road degradation that may result from proposed truck
traffic to and from the site.”
Allowing trucks to use regional and local roads without a maintenance fee is consistent with
regional and local practices for all other truck traffic in the municipality.
As summarized in Section 5.0 of this report, Nelson pays taxes and an Aggregate
Resources Act levy to the Region and City of Burlington.

5.0

Financial Considerations

The existing Burlington Quarry does not utilize most of the public services and infrastructure
provided by the Region and the City. The public infrastructure that the quarry primarily relies
upon is regional and local roads to transport its product to market. Approximately 75% of
the aggregate is transported to consumers within the Region of Halton. The Region of
Halton and City of Burlington also purchase aggregate from the quarry for its local
infrastructure projects.
The existing Burlington Quarry has been an important part of the regional and local
economy since 1953.
The existing Burlington Quarry generates significant revenues for the City of Burlington and
Halton Region, as well as local employment opportunities and spin-off spending to other
local businesses.
Based on Nelson’s readily available information, since 2009 they have paid $3.5 million in
property taxes and $1.1 million in aggregate levies. Of the $1.1 million paid in aggregate
levies, $560,000 was paid to the City and $140,000 was paid to the Region.
A study was completed in 2008 for the Nelson Burlington Quarry Extension. The report
was based on a 26 million tonne extension, whereas the current application is for 30 million
tonnes. Based on this study, the proposed Quarry Extension would result in:
Employment:


26 person years of employment during the site preparation stage;



48 permanent full time jobs at the quarry; and



More than 500 additional outside workers who will provide contracted services to the
quarry operation.

City of Burlington Revenues:


Property taxes – about $78,000 in total municipal property taxes per year (in 2008
dollars) or about $2.34 million over the 30 years extended life of the quarry.
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APPENDIX A

